The Ultimate in Palm Powered® Portability
with PALM OS

®

Ever since the comic book hero Dick Tracy first
strapped on his amazing wrist radio six decades ago,
science fiction fans have eagerly anticipated the day
when such fantastic gadgetry might become reality.
Now, thanks to the Wrist PDA with PALM OS®, their
wait is finally over.
As the brain of most handheld devices and smart
phones, PALM OS® has enabled the mobile-minded to
extend their life well beyond the desktop. Now, with the
new Wrist PDA by FOSSIL®, you can take that life even
further. The Wrist PDA represents the ultimate in
personal data portability, delivering the power and
functionality of the familiar PALM OS® in an ultra-small,
ultra-stylish package. So you can go where no one has
gone before–and take it all with you.

www.fossil.com

The Wrist PDA features include:
PALM OS® 4.1

The latest version of the world’s most
popular handheld platform.
TOUCH SCREEN INPUT

With a stylus integrated into the watch
band for easy Graffiti® input.
2MB MEMORY CAPACITY

With enough space to store thousands of addresses,
years of appointments, hundreds of to-do items,
notes, and memos, and still have space left
for additional applications.
CUSTOMIZABLE WATCH FACE

You can configure the time display of your choice
when not in PDA mode.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
OPERATING SYSTEM

Palm OS® Software 4.1

CPU

Motorola DragonballVZ 33MHz

MEMORY

2MB (RAM), 2MB (Flash)

DISPLAY

16 level grayscale with backlight
160 x 160 pixels

BUILT-IN APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THIRD PARTY
APPLICATION SUPPORT

Will run all Palm ™ applications (We recommend you
use applications designed by third party developers
for the smaller screen size and rocker switch.)

INTERFACE

USB

INFRARED PORT

IRDA (v1.2a) communicates with all Palm OS® devices.

POWER REQUIREMENTS

AC power Adaptor (100V - 240V)
DC output (4V - 9V)
Lithium-ion rechargeable battery (internal)

BATTERY LIFE

Approx. 4 days

DIMENSION

35mm(w) x 51mm (h) x 12.5mm (t)

ESTIMATED WEIGHT

Approx. 5.7 oz (including stylus)

WARRANTY

90 day factory warranty

Address Book
Date Book
To Do List
Memo Pad
Note Pad
Calculator
Time

(Based on an average use of 30 minutes per
day, with backlight set OFF. The battery life
varies depending on the temperature and
conditions of use.)

Palm OS, Graffiti and Palm Powered are registered trademarks of PalmSource, Inc.

